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NEW YORK--RP. LIONU VAN D:TRLIN, D-CALIF., CO1PLAIN7D TODAY
THAT TWO-W.AR-OLD ')HIT: . HOUSE 07Y1C1 ON Tr!:LCOMUNICATIONS HAS
BECOME AN "EMPIRE" WITH MORE 7.11PLOYS THAN T1C:r. WHITE HOUSE HAD FOR
ALL PURPOSES BEFORE WORLD WAR II.

THE RANKING DF.HOCRAT ON TiE HOUSE CO FPC' SUFICOMMITTEE ON
COMMUNICATIONS SAID THE STAFF OF OTB IS FIVI TIHTS THAT 07 A
CONGRESSIONAL COHMITTIE WITH SINILAR JURISDICTION AND THAT 0 OF THE
65 EHPLOYES EARN AT LEAST $22,5.

"THAT'S riORI PEOPLE THAN ..fliE WHITE HOUSE EMPLOYED FOR ALL
PURPOSES PRIOR TO WORLD WAR II," VAN DEERLIN SAID IN REMARKS
PREPAR:D FOR A LUNCHEON OF BROADCASTING EDITORS AND TRADE WRITERS
HERE.

VAN D7.ERLIN, A FORMER BROADCAST NEWSNAN, SAID ALso THE AGENC
UND7R DIRIGTOR CLAY WHITEHEAD HAS STRAYED INTO "POLITICAL THICTS."

WHTLE PRAISING WHITEHEAD'S "OUTSTANDING eUALIFICATIONS" FOR THE
$401000-A-YEAR POST S VAN DLI N SAID "SOl'i 07 HIS 27:COHNENDATT:O1S
APP:.AR TO REINFORCE THE DESIRE OF OTHER ADNINISTRATION SPOKESMY.N TO
DRIVE A WEDGE BETWEEN THE NETWORKS AND THEIR AFFILIATY.S."

VAN DEERLIN SAID WHIT:117;2AD "SERVED EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS
WITH A CLEAR WARNING 07 WHITT_ HOUSE UNHAPPINESS WITH THEIR
CORPORATION FOR PUBLIC .:ROADCASTING."

THE CONCRESSEAN SAID WHITEHEAD HAS "CURRIED FAVOR WITH RADIOLICENSY.ES BY PROPOSING OUTRIGHT n-REGULATION OF THEIR INDUSTRY,AND WITH ALL BROADCASTY.RS BY SUGGESTING THAT THE FAIRNESSDOCTRINE BE GUTTED."
VAN DE:RUN SAID THE SIZE OF OTC'S PAYROLL SUM "ESPKCIALLYMYSTIFYING IN VIEW OF NR. NIXON'S WELL KNOWN PENCHANT FOR ECONOnIN GOVERNMENT."

. 11E SAID WHITEHEAD SEENED TO BE WORTH HIS $40,000 SALARY BUT "NYSUSPICION IS RATHER WITH THY. EMPIRE WHICH HR. WiiITEIEAD SEEMS TO BEBUILDING OVER THERE. HOW CAN SO MANY HIGHLY PAID STAFF-US BE NVi:DEDTO PRUARE PR:SIDENTIAL POLICY IN A FIELD ALREADY OCCUPIED BY SUCHWaL-NANNED AGENCIES AS consAT AND THE FEDERAL CMEUNICATIONSCOHMISSION." - •
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.A FEW days ago, a key
White House nide suddenly
dropped a bomb on the na-
tion's public television network
and in so doing brought to the
surface a mounting behind-the-
scenes battle between public
TV and the Nixon administra-
tion. It is a battle in which
we, the viewers, may be the
ultimate losers.
The explosion came Oct. 20,

in a speech by Clay T. White-
head, President Nixon's direc-
tor of the Office of Telecom-
munications Policy (OTP),
before the Miami convention
of the National Assn. of Educa-
tional Broadcasters.
In effect, Whitehead told the

assembled executives that
public TV (PTV) had better
strengthen the voice of its local
affiliates or else it will lose fed-
eral funding.
One PTV executive, still in

shock from what he considered
a thinly veiled attack on the
Corporation for Public Broad-
casting, said the speech was
the "first time the government
has directly interfered with
public IV." Another executive
called the speech "clearly an
expression of lack of faith in
CBP (which handles PTV fund-
ing)."

BUT BEFORE we go any
farther, perhaps we better
make clear who and what Whi-
tehead and OTP are, and what
the fight is all about.
The OTP, with 63 employes,

was created in September,
1970, by executive order. It is
charged with advising the
president on communications.

Since it only advises it
doesn't regulate, hut its advice
can be very powerful in In-
fluencing legislation.

Whitehead himself has all
the credentials of that, in the
days of the Kennedy admin-

ve used to call a
Whiz Kid.
At 32, he holds a bachelor's

and a master's deeree in elec-
trical engineering and a Ph.D.
In management. lie has been

a college instruetor in
science, a chemical and biolo-
gical warfare expert for the

e t
sultant in arms control and air
defense, and a Presidential ad-
viser on budget, space, atomic
energy and maritime matters.

WHEN he began to talk in
Miami, the representatives of
the 211 public TV stations at
the convention expected to
hear him tell how PTV would
be permanently funded by the
governmart in the future.
What they didn't know was

that quiet and very important
negotiations between White-
head's office and PTV had bro-
ken down some months before.
A proposed bill had been

drafted in which a trust fund
within the Treasury Dept.
would appropriate money to
the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, and
HEW would give it directly to
J0 public television stations.
Permanent guaranteed fed-

eral financing Is vital to the
growth and health of public
television. Without- it, PTV
regularly has to go hat in hand
to Congress for money and,
since Congress is known to re-
act adversely to criticism,
public TV could be pressured
Into softening any criticism in
order to get the funding it
needs.
T h e OTP thoueht that,

through its proposed bill, the
problem of financing was
solved. But when the Office of
Management and the Budget
'as given the bill and began
asking stations if that was
that they wanted, the agree-
n•ent between OTP and PTV
began falling apart, fo public
broadcasting officials began
asking that the money be giv-
en directly to the Central Cor-
poration for Public Broad-
casting, which weuld then dis-„• : '
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THE BILL thus was never
sent to Congress and, when
WIltet;ead spoke, he delivered
a jolting message to public
television. He denounced the
fact that PTV was, in effect,
becoming a fourth major net-
work, and he reminded the
convention that public tele-
vision was originally intended
to be built on strong local sta-
tions. It was a slap at CPB.
Said Whitehead: "Instead of

aiming for 'overprogramming,'
so local stations can select
among the programs produced
and presented in an atmosphere
of diversity, the system chooses
central control for 'efficient
long-range planning and so-
ceded co-ordination' of news
and public affairs--co-ordinated
by people with essentially shn-
ilar outlooks.
"How different will your net-

work news progra ms be
frc:n the programs that Fred
Friendly (former CBS news
president, now a Columbia
University journalism profes-
sor) and Sander VallOCUr (for-
mer NBC newsman, now a
PTV reporter) wanted to do at
CBS and NBC? Even the com-
mercial networks don't rely on
one sponsor for their news and
public affairs, but the Ford
Foundation is able to buy over
$8 million worth of this kind of
programming on your sta-
tion.”
Whitehead criticized PTV for

looking too closely at the rat-
ings. He questioned who had
real control over a local sta-
tion's programming, the local
executives or the professionals
in New York and Washington.
Fe said he would like to see

programs on America's civ-
ilization and the Adams fami-
ly, rather than on the Churchill
and Forsyte families, and he
called for public television to •
be built on a "bedrock of local-

RICE, Whitehead plainly

warned public TV managers to
adopt a low profile.
Ile said, "If you imitate the

commercial structure, all we
have is a network paid for by
the government, and it just in-
_lilies political scrutiny of the
content of that network's pro-
grams."
(There Is remarkably little

governmental scrutiny of the •
British Broadcasting Corp.'s
programming, and the BBC is
financed by a license fee on
TV and radio set owners,)

After asking, "Are you de-
voting enough of your re-
sources to the learning needs
of your in-school and in-home
audiences?" Whitehead again
mentioned politics: "When. you
centralize actual responsibility
at a single point, it makes you
visible politically and those
who are prone to see ghosts
can raise the specter of gov-
ernment pressure."
Whitehead's staff says be

was merely pointing out an in-
evitable .truth, but public TV '
took his words as a threat. •
Variety, the show business

newspaper, called Whitehead's
remarks "Towards PTV on the
Cheap" and said Whitehead
called for "a good five-cent
public TV system."

THE STATION managers
were sorely disappointed, be-
cause they didn't hear one
word about permanent financ-
ing. The day before, Hartford
N. Gunn, president of the Pub-
lic Broadcasting Service, had
predicted that PTV's federal
funding would remain at about
$40 million next year.
Chances are, bills will be in-

troduced in the Senate extend-
ing PBS funding as is, mean-
ing PBS will have money
through June 30, 1073, when
either a new President will be
In the White House or the
OTP's plan will oece aeain be
considered. In any croe, we
probably will hear little of per-
manent financing for P IV this
year.



Meanwhile, osts and au-
dience expectat ous eo 1.1!i each
year and, th re won't be
enough money to satisfy both.

no 4ieei e.-ah•wi,
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tee .e...e ieneete.es:
In a Chicago motel to carefully
draft a point-by-pe alt reely to
Whitehead. It is cepeeted that
the managers will defend their
network and ask for that per-
manent funding.
Once the reply Is read and

approved at several levels of
the public .TV system, it will
be hand-carried to Whitehead.

THERE IS still another im-
portant reason why the White-
head speech is causing so
much flak.

Several managers believe
that Whitehead spoke because
the White House believes the
PTV network is becoming a
spokesman for the left and, as
such, a critic of the adminis-
tration.
Indeed; that White House

view may not be the tesult nt

paranoia, for many key PTV
persons have a strong roots in
the Kennedy and Johnson ad-
ministrations. For example,
McGeorge B.indy, former ,
President Johnson's special as-
sistant for Natienal Security
Affairs, is now president of the
Ford Foundation, which heavi-
ly contributes to public TV.
Again, PTV recently created

the National Public Affairs
Center, and Vanocur, who had
been friendly with Kennedy
administration advisers, was
chosen as one spokesman.
Vanocur is creating a series of
shows on politics for 1972.

Bill Moyers, President John-
son's former press secretary,
is now host for This Week, a
weekly PTV news show.

Martin Agronsky, a network
correspondent who has been
critical of the White House,
now has a daily newscast on
the Eastern Educational Net- •
work.
As one Nixon adviser said,

"The same speech would have.
been written if those people
never had been appointed. But
there are some human beings
in this administration who re-
act advemly to • e ee
mesas."
And. when she nio.; wcre.

mentioned to a top !fry execu-
tive, he ruefully said, "I wish
our skirts were cleaner on this
issue."

SO President Nixon's ad-
therenct:3 "localism," al-

though localism has rarely
really worked in broadcasting.

et:e iees could

usutiiiy dodL, because tney are
run by the local establishment
and V, ho wants to take a hard
look at himself?
Some PTV officials suspect

independent commercial
stations were, behind White-
head's demand for a weaker
PTV network. Indeed, it is the
independents who are hurt the
most when PTV does well in
the ratings.
Perhaps Whiteheads speech

will lead to an in-depth exam-
ination cif what we expect from
a public television network.
Gunn's speech hinted at that
when he warned, "Do not trust
more power to the Public
Broadcast Service (PTV's net-
work arm) than is absolutely
necessary." He called for
"leaving the door open for the
widest possible range of ex-
pression."

I AM NOT sure that is ex-

aetly what President N Lx o n

wants from PTV, but I would

be happy if that happened.
My own hope is for us to con-

clude that, yes, local public TV
stations must be strong, but
we must also have a national
network independent of com-
mercial pressures so that
viewers can have another
choice on television.

After Vice President Agnew

scolded the commercial net-
work news operations, the net-
works got rather timid in their
coverage of the White House.

It is up to public television

(and the public) to determine

h o w successful Whitehead
(and President Nixon) will be
in their quest to weaken the

vrv network. Don't bet that
the administration won't suc-
ceed.
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RICHARD W. CHAPIN
President

625 STUART BUILDING 475.4204

BOX 80209 LINCOLN, NEBR. 68501

September 27, 1972

Dear Tom;

Just wanted you to know that I thought your talk
Sunday evening was one of the best I've heard you
give and I've heard you on several occasions. I
heard many good comments and am enclosing an
article from the Omaha World Herald. I'm also
enclosing an API Wire sheet that I don't think
quoted you correctly.

I know it was a real effort for you to be on had
but we deeply appreciated your being in Grand
Island.

d regards,

RICHARD W. CHAPIN
President

RWC P

End.

Mr. Clay T. Whitehead
Office of Telecommunications Policy
Executive Office of the President
Washington, D.C. 20504
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On Mass Media
'Narrow Concept'

By Howard Silber
President Nixon's top adviser on commu-

nications policy expressed opposition Sunday to
existing prohibitions against broadcasters being
involved in cable television and proposed bans
against the common ownership of newspapers
and broadcasting stations.

Clay T. Whitehead, director of the White
House Office of Telecommunications Policy, said,
"I think we can find a way to let broadcasters go
into cable TV so that the two won't be natural
enemies of each other without harming the pub-
lic interest."

The 33-year-old OTP chief warned during a
stop in Omaha en route to Grand Island, where
he spoke to the Nebraska Broadcasters Associ-

: ation Sunday night, that the proposed ban by the
Federal Communications Commission on the
common ownership of print and broadcast media
would "lock people into particular technologies.

'Very Bad'
"If you have a newspaper, you can't have a

magazine. And if you've got that you can't have
cable TV. And if you've got any of that you can't
have a broadcast station.

[think it would be very bad because it locks
the owners of these properties into a very nar-

World-Hrold Photo
Whitehead . . . Rerun question.

row concept of their own economic self-interest.
It makes the two natural enemies of each oth-
er," Whitehead declared.

"It ought to be the other way around," he
suggested. "People ought to be encouraged to
use talent and creativity in all different media.

"The problem is that you don't want to let
people develop economic monopolies which
they'll use counter to the public interest. I think
that we can find ways of combatting the mo-
nopoly problem without locking people into each
of those little individual cells."

Whitehead was directed by President Nixon
last week to look into the question of network
reruns. In so doing, he said, he is investigating
"the over-all problem of original programming
on television.

"Reruns are one aspect of it, and probably
the most visible aspect.

More of Same
"The networks have each year been relying

kv: more and more on reruns and producing lessand less original programming so that each sea-
t " son you see more and more of the same thing.

"This has two bad effects — it's bad for the
viewer because he has less new programming to
watch and it's bad for the people in Hollywood
who are producing the television programs, be
they writers or actors or directors and so forth.

"This could have a very bad impact on the
economics of TV," Whitehead said. "It could dry
up the source of future programming. It's a
serious problem — more serious that maybe the
name 'rerun' might indicate."

White said he expects his office to have a
decision on a possible solution in "a few
months." He said he is "optimistic that the prob-
lem will be corrected on a voluntary basis."

Four Czechs Flee
Vienna (AP) — Four Czech-

oslovaks, three men and a wom-
an, defected to the West by
strapping themselves to the rear
axle of the daily Bratislava-
Vienna bus, an official reported
Sunday.
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(OMAHA, NEBRASKA)--A WHI E HOUSE OFFICIAL TODAY EXPRESSED OPPOSITION

TO EXISTING PROHIBITIONS AINST BROADCASTERS BEING INVOLVED IN CABLE

TELEVISION.

CLAY T. WHITEHEAD, DIRECTOR OF THE WHITE HOUSE OFFICE OF

TELECOMMUNICATIONS, ALSO IVIOMEILI1ANS AGAINST THE COMMON OWNERSHIP

\,OF NEWSPAPERS AND BROADCASTING STATIONS. ANa#0.44. 64"22( 
mud,/

WHITEHEAD, PRESIDENT NIXON'S TOP ADVISER ON COMMUNICATIONS POLICY, wa"-‘" A
caehAdi.e

STOPPED IN OMAHA EN ROUTE 'TO GRAND ISLAND, WHERE HE SPOKE TO THE A

NEBRASKA BROADCASTERS ASSOCIATION.
HE SAID THE PROPOSED BAN BY THE FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION ON

THE COMMON OWNERSHIP - OF PRINT AND BROADCASTAEDIA WOULD "LOCK
PEOPLE INTO PARTICULAR TECHNOLOGIES."

WHITEHEAD DECLARED: "IF YOU HAVE A NEWSPAPER, YOU CAN'T HAVE A
MAGAZINE; AND IF YOU'VE GOT THAT YOU CAN'T HAVE CABLE T-V. AND IF
YOU'VE GOT ANY OF THAT YOU CAN'T HAVE A BROADCAST STATION.''

HE SAID "I THINK IT WOULD BE VERY BAD BECAUSE IT LOCKS THE OWNERS
OF THESE PROPERTIES INTO A VERY NARROW CONCEPT OF THEIR OWN ECONOMIC
SELF-INTEREST. IT MAKES THE TWO NATURAL ENEMIES OF EACH OTHER."

WHITEHEAD SAID "IT OUGHT TO BE THE OTHER WAY AROUND. PEOPLE OUGHT
TO BE ENCOURAGED TO USE TALENT AND CREATIVITY IN ALL DIFFERENT
MEDIA."

WHITEHEAD ADDED. "THE PROBLEM IS THAT YOU DON'T WANT TO LET PEOPLE
DEVELOP ECONOMIC MONOPOLIES WHICH THEY'LL USE COUNTER TO THE PUBLIC
INTEREST. I THINK THAT WE CAN FIND WAYS OF COMBATTING THE MONOPOLY
PROBLEM WITHOUT LOCKING PEOPLE INTO EACH OF THOSE LITTLE INDIVIDUAL
CELLS."

WHITEHEAD WAS DIRECTED BY PRESIDENT NIXON LAST WEEK TO LOOK INTO THE
OLEsTION OF NETWORK RERUNS. IN DOING SO, HE SAID, HE IS
INVESTIGATING "THP OVER-ALL PponTy.m OF ORIGINAL PPOGR,AMmING ON

TELEVISION 411•

HE SAID "THE NETWORKS HAVE EACH YEAR BEEN RELYING MORE AND MORE ON

RERUNS AND PRODUCING LESS AND LESS ORIGINAL PROGRAMMING SO THAT EACH

SEASON YOU SEE MORE AND MORE OF THE SAME THING.

"THIS HAS HAD TWO BAD EFFECTS--IT'S BAD FOR THE VIEWER BECAUSE HE

lig; LESS NEW PROGRAMMING TO WATCH AND IT'S BAD FOR THE PEOPLE IN

HOLLYWOOD WHO ARE PRODUCING THE TELEVISION PROGRAMS, BE THEY WRITERS

OR ACTORS OR DIRECTORS AND SO FORTH."

WHITEHEAD SAID "THIS COULD HAVE A VERY BAD IMPACT ON THE ECONOMICS

OF T-V."

HE SAID HE EXPECTS HIS OFFICE TO HAVE A DECISION ON A POSSIBLE

SOLUTION IN "A FEW MONTHS." HE SAID HE IS "OPTIMISTIC THAT THE

PROBLEM WILL BE CORRECTED ON A VOLUNTARY BASIS.,"
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